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Abstract: In the study of relativistic jets one of the key open questions is their interaction with the environment on the microscopic level. Here, we study the initial evolution of both electron–proton ($e^-–p^+$) and electron–positron ($e^±$) relativistic jets containing helical magnetic fields, focusing on their interaction with an ambient plasma. We have performed simulations of “global” jets containing helical magnetic fields in order to examine how helical magnetic fields affect kinetic instabilities such as the Weibel instability, the kinetic Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (kKHI) and the Mushroom instability (MI). In our initial simulation study these kinetic instabilities are suppressed and new types of instabilities can grow. In the $e^-–p^+$ jet simulation a recollimation-like instability occurs and jet electrons are strongly perturbed. In the $e^±$ jet simulation a recollimation-like instability occurs at early times followed by a kinetic instability and the general structure is similar to a simulation without helical magnetic field. Simulations using much larger systems are required in order to thoroughly follow the evolution of global jets containing helical magnetic fields.
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1. Introduction

Relativistic jets are collimated plasma outflows associated with active galactic nuclei (AGNs), gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), and pulsars. Among these astrophysical systems, blazars and GRB jets produce the most luminous phenomena in the universe (e.g., [1]). Despite extensive observational and theoretical investigations (including simulation studies), our understanding of their formation, interaction, and evolution in the ambient plasma—and consequently their observable properties, such as time-dependent flux and polarity—remains quite limited. One of the key open questions in the study of relativistic jets is how they interact with the immediate plasma environment on the microscopic scale. In particular, we wish to examine how relativistic jets containing helical magnetic fields evolve under the influence of kinetic and MHD-like instabilities that occur within and at the jet boundaries, with consequences such as flares due to reconnection.

Jet outflows are commonly thought to be dynamically hot (relativistic) magnetized plasma flows launched, accelerated, and collimated in regions where Poynting flux dominates over particle (matter) flux [2,3]. This scenario involves a helical large-scale magnetic field structure in some AGN jets, which provides a unique signature in the form of observed asymmetries across the jet width, particularly in the polarization [4–6].

Large-scale ordered magnetic fields have been invoked to explain the launching, acceleration, and collimation of relativistic jets from the central nuclear region of an active galaxy [7], and from coalescing and merging compact objects (neutron stars and black holes); e.g., [8]. The magnetic field structure and particle composition of the jets are still not well constrained observationally. Circular polarization (CP; measured as Stokes parameter V) in the radio continuum emission from AGN jets provides a powerful diagnostic for the deduction of magnetic structure and particle composition, because—unlike linear polarization (LP)—CP is expected to remain almost completely unmodified by external screens (e.g., [9]).

Jet particle composition has remained an unresolved issue ever since the discovery of jets. The two main candidates are a “normal” plasma consisting of relativistic electrons and protons (an $e^{-}–p^{+}$ jet), and a “pair” plasma consisting only of relativistic electrons and positrons (an $e^{\pm}$ jet) [10]. The detection of circular polarization from the violently variable quasar 3C 279 at several epochs, using the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) at 15 GHz, has been used by Wardle et al. [10] to argue that the circular polarization is produced by Faraday conversion of linear to circular polarization in the jet plasma. This conversion requires that the energy distribution of the radiating particles extends down to $\gamma_{\text{min}} \ll 100$, and that should imply an $e^{\pm}$ jet.

Over the past few years, we have been using a fully self-consistent relativistic particle-in-cell (RPIC) simulation method to investigate collisionless shocks, and the kinetic Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (kKHI) at relativistic jet–sheath shear boundaries, and to calculate the resulting synthetic emission spectra. The RPIC code used in these studies is a modified version of the TRISTAN code [11], parallelized with MPI and utilized for various research projects (e.g., [12–14]). To date, RPIC simulations of the kKHI have been performed in slab [15–24] and cylindrical geometries using periodic boundary conditions [25,26]. Previously, full-scale shock simulations have not incorporated velocity shear interactions at the jet boundary with the ambient plasma (interstellar medium) (e.g., [13]), and global shock simulations including velocity shear interactions performed to date used only very small simulation boxes [27–29]. Recently, we performed “global” jet simulations involving the injection of a cylindrical unmagnetized jet into an ambient plasma in order to investigate shock (Weibel instability) and velocity shear instabilities (kKHI and Mushroom instability (MI)) simultaneously [14]. Here we report preliminary results of our new studies of global relativistic jets containing helical magnetic fields.

2. Global Jet Simulations

Jets generated from black holes and injected into the ambient interstellar medium contain magnetic fields which are thought to be helical. Therefore, we perform global simulations of jets containing
helical magnetic fields injected into an ambient medium (e.g., [3]). The key issue we investigate is how the helical magnetic fields affect the growth of the kKHI, the MI, and the Weibel instability. It is known from RMHD simulations that jets containing helical magnetic fields develop kink instability (e.g., [30,31]). Recently, it has been demonstrated by Markidis et al. [32] that a kinked jet structure leads to the occurrence of a secondary reconnection.

2.1. Helical Magnetic Field Structure

In our simulations, cylindrical jets are injected with a helical magnetic field (see Figure 1a) [32] implemented like that in RMHD simulations performed by Mizuno et al. [33]. Our toroidal magnetic field structure is similar to a simple screw–pinch configuration adopted by [32] with the radially dependent axial magnetic field. However, our simulations use Cartesian coordinates. Since \( \alpha = 1 \), Equations (9)–(11) from [33] are reduced to Equation (1), and the magnetic field takes the form:

\[
B_x = \frac{B_0}{1 + (r/a)^2}, \quad B_\phi = \frac{(r/a)B_0}{1 + (r/a)^2}
\]  

(1)

The toroidal magnetic field is created by a current \(+ J_x(y, z)\) in the positive \(x\)-direction, so that defined in Cartesian coordinates:

\[
B_y(y, z) = \frac{((z - z_j)/a)B_0}{1 + (r/a)^2}, \quad B_z(y, z) = -\frac{((y - y_j)/a)B_0}{1 + (r/a)^2}.
\]  

(2)

Here \(a\) is the characteristic length-scale of the helical magnetic field, \((y_j, z_j)\) is the center of the jet, and \(r = \sqrt{(y - y_j)^2 + (z - z_j)^2}\). The chosen helicity is defined through Equation (2), which is left-handed polarity with positive \(B_0\). At the jet orifice, we implement the helical magnetic field without the motional electric fields. This corresponds to a toroidal magnetic field generated self-consistently by jet particles moving along the \(+x\)-direction.

2.2. Currents and Fields in Helically Magnetized RPIC Jets

As an initial step, we have examined how the helical magnetic field modifies jet evolution using a small system before performing larger-scale simulations, and a schematic of the simulation injection setup is shown in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the schematic global jet simulation setup used in this simulation study. The jet is injected at \(x = 100\Delta\) with jet radius \(r_{j0} = 20\Delta\) at the center of the \(y-z\) plane (not scaled; adapted from [14]); Panel (b) shows the magnetic field component profiles across the jet. The field structure is defined by Equations (1) and (2), with damping applied outside of the jet with length-scale \(b = 200.0\) (see text). The jet boundary is located at \(r_{j0} = 20\Delta\). The size of the simulation box is small in these simulations, which are meant to investigate an initial stage of the system evolution.
In these small system simulations, we utilize a numerical grid with \((L_x, L_y, L_z) = (645\Delta, 131\Delta, 131\Delta)\) (simulation cell size: \(\Delta = 1\)) and periodic boundary conditions in transverse directions. The jet and ambient (electron) plasma number density measured in the simulation frame is \(n_{\text{jet}} = 8\) and \(n_{\text{am}} = 12\), respectively. The cylindrical jet with jet radius \(r_j = 20\Delta\) is injected in the middle of the \(y-z\) plane \((y_{\text{jet}}, z_{\text{jet}}) = (63\Delta, 63\Delta)\) at \(x = 100\Delta\).

In the simulations, initial magnetic field amplitude parameter \(B_0 = 0.1c\), \((c = 1)\), \((\sigma = B^2 / n_{\text{am}} m_e c^2 = 2.8 \times 10^{-5})\), and \(a = 5.0\Delta = 0.25 \times r_j (r_j = 20\Delta)\). The helical field structure inside the jet is defined by Equations (1) and (2). For the external magnetic fields, we use a damping function \(\exp\left[-(r - r_j)^2/b\right] (r \geq r_j)\) that multiplies Equations (1) and (2) with the tapering parameter \(b = 200\). The final profile of the helical magnetic field components is shown in Figure 1b.

In the simulations, the electron skin depth \(\lambda_e = c/\omega_{pe} = 10.0\Delta\), where \(c\) is the speed of light, \(\omega_{pe} = (\sqrt{\pi} n_{\text{am}} / e_0 m_e c^3)\) is the electron plasma frequency, and the electron Debye length for the ambient electrons is \(\lambda_D = 0.5\Delta\). The jet–electron thermal velocity is \(v_{\text{jet,th,e}} = 0.014c\) in the jet reference frame. The electron thermal velocity in the ambient plasma is \(v_{\text{am,th,e}} = 0.03c\), and ion thermal velocities are smaller by \((m_i / m_e)^{1/2}\). Simulations were performed using an electron–positron (\(e^\pm\)) plasma or an electron–proton \((e^-p^+\) with \(m_p / m_e = 1836\)) plasma for the jet Lorentz factor of 15 and with the ambient plasma at rest \((v_{\text{am}} = 0)\).

Figure 2 shows isocontour plots of the \(x\)-component of the current density \(J_x\), for the (a) \(e^-p^+\) and (b) \(e^\pm\) jets at time \(t = 500 \omega_{pe}^{-1}\) \((y/\Delta = 63)\). For the \(e^-p^+\) jet, recollimation-like shocks can be observed (Figure 2a).
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**Figure 2.** Isocontour plots of \(J_x\) for (a) \(e^-p^+\); and (b) \(e^\pm\) jets at time \(t = 500 \omega_{pe}^{-1}\). For the \(e^-p^+\) jet, recollimation-like shocks are seen in Figure 2a. Figure 2b shows the growing instabilities and currents expanding outside the jet, leading to a turbulent current density structure for the \(e^\pm\) jet.

The negative current density (blue) is disrupted by the positive current density (red), which indicates the occurrence of recollimations, like in RMHD simulations [33]. In contrast, for the \(e^\pm\) jet, small recollimation structures occur, and after instabilities have grown, the currents expand outside the jet and the current density becomes turbulent.

Figure 3 shows the magnetic field lines (white lines) which are carried by the jets. The helical magnetic fields are distorted due to the instabilities occurring at the jet boundaries (see Figure 2).
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**Figure 3.** Isocontour plots of \(J_x\) with magnetic field lines (white lines) for (a) \(e^-p^+\); and (b) \(e^\pm\) jets at time \(t = 500 \omega_{pe}^{-1}\). In order to view the inside of the jets, 3D displays are clipped along the jets and perpendicular to the jets in the front parts of the figures (compare Figure 2).
Figure 4 shows the \( y \) component of the magnetic field (\( B_y \)). In both cases, the initial helical magnetic field (left-handed; clockwise viewed from the jet front) is enhanced and disrupted due to the instabilities.

![Image](https://example.com/image1.png)

Figure 4. Isocontour plots of the azimuthal component of magnetic field \( B_y \) intensity at the center of the jets for (a) \( e^-p^+ \) and (b) \( e^\pm \) jets \((y/\Delta = 63)\) at time \( t = 500 \omega_{pe}^{-1} \). The disruption of helical magnetic fields is caused by instabilities and/or reconnection.

2.3. Particle Acceleration in Helically Magnetized RPIC Jets

In order to examine particle acceleration, we analyze jet electron phase-space distributions in \( x - \gamma v_x, \gamma v_y \). Figure 5 shows phase-space plots for (a) \( e^-p^+ \) and (b) \( e^\pm \) jets at time \( t = 500 \omega_{pe}^{-1} \). For comparison purposes, the figure includes phase-space plots for simulations without magnetic fields (panels (c) and (d)). The red dots show \( x - \gamma v_x \), and the blue dots show \( x - \gamma v_y \) phase-space distributions. The phase-space distributions indicate strong electron acceleration and deceleration. In the case of the \( e^-p^+ \) jet (Figure 5a), the acceleration and deceleration occurs both along and transverse to the jet direction. This result is reminiscent of recollimation shocks observed in RMHD simulations [33].

![Image](https://example.com/image2.png)

Figure 5. Phase-space plots of jet electrons (red dots: \( x - \gamma v_x \), and blue dots: \( x - \gamma v_y \)) for (a) \( e^-p^+ \); and (b) \( e^\pm \) jets at time \( t = 500 \omega_{pe}^{-1} \). Panels (c) and (d) show phase-space plots for simulations without helical magnetic fields. The strong velocity variation in longitudinal and transverse directions can be caused by recollimation shocks and/or other new instabilities.
On the contrary, in the case of the $e^\pm$ jet, the phase-space structure is more complicated and suggests that reconnection and/or some new instabilities occur. Further investigation using larger simulation systems is clearly needed to resolve these issues.

3. Comparison to RMHD Results for Jets Containing Helical Magnetic Fields

In order to compare our RPIC simulation results with RMHD simulations of (a) recollimation and (b) current-driven kink instability, two typical RMHD cases are plotted in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows the enhanced Lorentz factor due to recollimation shocks found by Mizuno et al. [33] in two-dimensional special-relativistic magnetohydrodynamic simulations of non-equilibrium over-pressured helically-magnetized relativistic jets in cylindrical geometry. Similar structures are observed in our simulations (Figures 2a and 4a). Figure 6c shows the Lorentz factor of jet electrons with the observed enhanced Lorentz factor due to the recollimation shocks. As expected from Figure 5a, the location of the enhanced Lorentz factor corresponds to the location of the jet electrons, which are accelerated maximally in longitudinal and transverse directions. However, the evolution of the enhanced Lorentz factor is different compared to the RMHD simulation result. The movie of a 2D slice of $J_x$ like Figure 2a shows that the recollimation shocks are moving along the jet, keeping the shape.

Panel (a) shows a 2D plot of the Lorentz factor for a helically-magnetized RMHD jet at $t = 200r_j/c$ (adapted from Figure 10d in Mizuno et al. [33]); Panel (b) shows the azimuthal magnetic field component $B_y$ with $|B_y|$ magnitude contours for a decreasing density helically-magnetized rotating RMHD jet at $t = 70r_j/c$. The disruption of helical magnetic fields can be caused by the current-driven kink instability (adapted from Figure 4f in Singh et al. [31]); Panel (c) shows the Lorentz factor of jet electrons for $e^−-p^+$ jet ($y/\Delta = 63$) at time $t = 500\omega_{pe}^{-1}$.

Recently, Singh et al. [31] showed the spatial development of the current-driven kink instability along magnetized rotating relativistic jets. Figure 6b shows the azimuthal magnetic field component $B_y$ with $|B_y|$ magnitude contours with right-hand polarity of helical magnetic field (counter-clockwise, viewed from the jet front). Therefore, the direction of $B_y$ is reversed. The current-driven kink instability breaks simple helical magnetic fields. This structure in $B_y$ is similar to that of the $e^\pm$ jet case, as shown in Figure 4b.

4. Discussion

Our initial global jet simulations containing helical magnetic fields show new types of growing instabilities for both electron–proton and pair plasma jets. Preliminary results indicate that the presence of helical fields suppresses the growth of the kinetic instabilities, such as the Weibel instability, kKHI,
and MI. Instead, new instabilities appear, associated with recollimation shocks and current-driven kink instability.

The $e^-p^+$ helically magnetized jet shows recollimation-like shock structures in the current density $J_x$, similar to recollimation shocks observed in RMHD simulations containing helical magnetic fields [33]. The observed modulations in the kinetic energy of jet electrons shown in Figure 5a might correspond to the modulations in the Lorentz factor reported in RMHD studies (see Figure 6a). Additionally, while not shown here, the electron density in the $e^-p^+$ jet shows pile-ups which correspond to recollimation shock structures seen in RMHD simulations. Evidence for the growth of a kink-like instability in the $e^\pm$ jet is seen in the $y$-component of magnetic field $B_y$ in Figure 4b, and is similar to that seen in Figure 6b, where helical magnetic fields carried by the jet are disrupted by the growth of the kink instability.

Finally, we see evidence that reconnection is taking place in the jets. However, larger-scale and higher-resolution simulations are required to fully resolve the reconnection phenomena and to understand the nature of the new instabilities. Future simulations will be combined with calculations of radiation signatures and polarity, along with variations in space and time [34,35].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4434/4/4/38/s1, Video S1: Evolution of $J_x$ for the $e^-p^+$ jet.
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